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Ihle IIl l11-f ral l el tlonlinew% chat-acterkiti1% iii a wide variety ofr titaniulm alloy phlelf Are living
lliv%lie.iirl tel lirilnil alloyei~ei'tiin desigtiand %pedfcatiratnfciteria f~or lith~e us otitanliiumatlofv$Is a
huh iiijatt~-Llafo leii e-di Villg suthbnarinle-. anid otlher sitruwitural applicat ions. Tile relat ionship% between
%ail..~ '1and~taitltd and~ nel eelopeld lr-aclttme-ioumghiess less% have been established for one-irk h.
thit k lollled plate. andte the results from thllte tests have been morretated it) the pefformance oft the
111.,1c;i-.11illI.1 %?i micuirail proolypet element test. A preliminary franture diagram is presented for titanium
Wli4ii Iiit-jtes fim actmii. ttuigliness Il sireniigh level and live lieirlormance of the material in the structural
poivItijx- clittient tf-%t in thei presence ofiflaws.1The oiptimism niaterials trend line has been establiished.
%% lit Ifijnflif-awes Ihle ilmaxjiotuim strength level for any given level (if toughness The frafrtire-tottghness
sit 11at lte istil %III a iteititber Oil titaniumn Alloys and their relationihip to the optimism materials trend
11e1n.t ha liettt dellineaited. Rtesults (if thle atty lesel'ipnlet and processing investigation provide useful
goutteflales. fll emjuinlilati lit olf strengt h and toctghness Elf titaniurn alloys.

INTRODUCTION hutll material possess an ultrahigh (ub) level of
1 he Itole ol'the U.S. Nacval Research Laboratory fratcture toughness, since there are numerous

in tile Navy's titanittin program is that of (aI) stress indeterminate points which in service may
dcel-eltminitg the Fracture-toughness characteristics give rise to local high tensile loads.
ol'titatlitim alloys usinig both standlard andl newly Inspection techniques currently used preclude
(4tielopecl lalborattwv lracttare-tottghness tests, tht-, detec~tion of all flaws that develop during fabri-
and (h) determIlining (lie significatnce of the values cation; new flaws (or cracks) may develop uinder
obtained fron tile fracture-tottghneiss tests in low-cycle fatigrue at design hard points or at
p)rovidhing engineering criteria to predict the fabrication defects after a short time in service.
Setvice perfo~rmanttce' of tile mnaterial in submarine A high level of fracture toughness in a material is
I11tlI %trttctttr-es. Hlowever. tile information that then characterized by the capability of with-
hams beenl developled is applicable to manyv other standhing plastic overloads in tht- presence of a-
%titlicttral applications for titaniitm alloys as well, flaw of reasonable size (largest size that cto-ild be

The level of Fractutre toutghness reqluired in a missed in inspection or that would develop early in
linittllitl] alloy For ttse in) a hull1 structure dlependls service) wit hout running a fracture catastrophical-
PlptotIa numtber oftconsiderations which are related ly. Only the low- and medium-strength alloy.4 fall

eseital ItelWt) service loatds the structutre into this category. At the other extreme level of
%Vill eXjperietwce durintg its projected lifle and to the fracture toughness are the ultrahigh-strength
ell-ct of flaws otil tile ability of' the materials to alloys which have been successfully utsed in the
wlitstlatid service overloads without developing aircraft and aerospace industry. These materials
ILs-wtiminitg fr-actures uinder elastic loading lx)ssess a low or mediutm level (LJMH). fractutre
t(ntlliions, i.e., catastrop~hic failure. For examp~le toughness, in that they will run fractures uinder

(Fig. 1), the size and compl)exity of the Fi~ssure elastic loading conditions fromt very small flaws.

2 hull of, a combatant sutbmarine dictates that the The design details and load-stress calcutlations of
MU.ti~ttcil itt~t)i tn tt).2tA Prjos R ~7Il~~5.the structures that have successfully used these

sit oH17.t1i1t12.tl701i. nti WW t141. Tlii isan interim repinort fin e phtaw materials have been precise enough so that in
$'1 111w IM1iti4itiui 141 k f 5 ill tlrIh1Ak401itiUiuig. %taniim ript suh-. Combination with "exact" inspection techniqutes,

hNhll thias Irt.u 1%5.1 ciatasttropheN~utugulStwi/IEic failure has not been a major problem.
Sis%. sill kill -I tle tie.lcmlliiwfuni andI Stanus ottritanjivmn Allov loir lkef It is expected that for smaller noncombatant-type
tDesng II'hiue If."- t'liiiutclllluia. Pa.. Ott1. 196t4. v'ehicles, such as research sutbmersibles and
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Fig. I - Levels of fracture toughness required for
several different types of "naval structures"

hydrofoils, alloys should possess an intermediate test (EYT). The C, test is well known and needs no
or high (H) level of fracture toughness which is further explanation, except to say that the tests
characterized by the ability to develop a small were conducted over a temperature range of
amount of plastic strain in the presence of a flaw -320°F to +212°F using a machine calibrated ac-
,without failure. This capability is found in relative- cording to ASTM specifications. The DWTT is a
ly high-strength alloys, small-scale laboratory test which provides a full-

For the present, linear elastic analysis based on thickness fracture-toughness measurement of
fracture-mechanics concepts does not permit the plate materials. The name of the test was derived
development of information for the case of plastic from the original use of a falling-weight method of
overloads. However, it has been possible to devel- load application; the test setup is shown scheniati-
op guidelines by correlation oi the performance of cally in Fig. 2. The specimen size is 17 x 5 x I in.,
prototype structural elements with the results of and a brittle crack-starter weld is employed on the
both standard and new small-scale laboratory tension-loading edge of the specimen to provide a
tests-for example, the Charpy V-notch test and sharp, natural, fast-moving crack, which impinges
the drop-weight test. The performance of the into the material of interest. A bracketing tech-
structural prototype elements can be related di- nique requiring three or more specimens was used
rectly to the service performance of the materials. to determine the. fracture-toughness energy to

The results obtained to date in this study on a within a 250 to 500 ft-lb difference between in-
wide spectrum of titanium alloys are presented complete break and complete fracture. In order
along with brief descriptions of the test methods to economize on test material and time spent in
used. The use of this newly developed information preparing specimens, a 5000-ft-lb pendulum
in evaluating the effects of processing variables on impactor (Fig. 3) was designed and constructed
a Ti-7AI-2Cb-lTa alloy produced in ajoint Bureau to obtain a fracture-toughness measurement.
of Ships and Reactive Metals Inc. special pro - The ETT is a new method of full-thickness
cessing program is also presented. fracture-toughness evaluation that can be clas-

sified as a structural prototype element test.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE The test features are depicted in Fig. 4. These

include:
The fracture-toughness tests used were the

standard Charpy V-notch test (C,), the drop- I. A 12 X 18 in. restrained test section ini a 22 X
weight tear test (DWTT), and the explosive tear 25 in. plate that can be elastically or plastically

i9
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TEAR TEST. A,t Li(- + wy

NOTCH 22 'I
Fig. 4 - Sclematic of explosion tear test

loaded to a cylindrical configuration under a high
rate of loading, using explosive loading techniques.

F Fig. 2 - Schematii of the dhop-Acight temu test 2. A system of premarked grid lines for mea-
surement of the strain-deformation pattern on the
tension side of the plate.

* .3. A cracklike flaw for evaluation of fracture
resistance when subjected to predetermined levels
of elastic or plastic strain.

F The ETI" may be used to simulate a wide variety
of service loadings in the presence of flaws of
various selected dimensions. Initial investigations
centered on the use of a 2T (2 in.) through-the-
thickness crack as a practical flaw size of concern
in large welded structures. Three levels of fracture

- toughness are indicated in Fig. 5. The relativemlevel of' toughness is indicated by the amount of
plastic strain the plate can undergo with arrest
of the fracture, originating from the sharp crack,
%within the test section.

- The flaws in the DWTT specimens and in the
FIT plates are provided by the brittle crack-

_ starter weld, which is made by melt diffusion of'
"an embrittling element, such as iron (iron or
stainless steel wire), using electron-beam welding

Stechniques. The amount of energy required to
develop the crack in the brittle weld for the

I' I ,DWTT is below 300 ft-lb.
-([ ,The spectrum of titanium alloys used to establish

° - correlations between the laboratory tests and the
Fig. 3 - Impact machine of 5000 ft-lb capacity for testing I- -structural prototype element test is shown in

and 2-in.-thick platcs of high-strength materials the following list.
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in ox)gen provided different combinations of

strength and toughness. The alloys were tested
in the annealed and heat-treated conditions

1. to explore other combinations of strength and
Wit! toughness. The laboratoty fracture-toughness

tests included the RW ("strong") and WR ("weak")
orientations (1), i.e., the effects of orientation
with resict to the principal direction of rolling,

INTERMEDATE
. and the ETT included only the WR orienta-

tion. Room-temperature tensile properties
of the alloys were obtained using 0.313-in.-
diameter specimens tested at a strain rate of

PIC' LOW 0.002 in./in./min.
Fig. 5 - Explosion.tear-test plates showing high. intertnediate.
and low levels of fracture-toughness performance in titanium
alklys TEST RELATIONSHIPS

STITANIUM ALLOYS STUDIED IN THE Charpy V-Notch Energy Relationships to

TITAIUMALLOS SUDIE INTHEYield Strength and Temperature
CHARPY-V-NOTCH, DROP WEIGHT TEAR.

SAND EXPLOSION T'EAR TESTS The temperature relation of C,. notch properties

ALPHA ALLOYS: of the titanium alloys in different ranges of
d UNALLOYED TITANIUM yield strength (YS) is shown in Fig. 6. As would

Ti-5AI-2.5Sn normally be expected, the C, energy decreases

NEAR-ALPHA ALLOYS: with decreasing temperature and increasing

Ti-7AI-2Cb-ITa YS. These energies are represented as bands

Ti-8AI-2Cb-ITa for different ranges of YS. Generally for each

Ti-6AI-4Zr-IV band the low YS values lie in the upper por-
0 Ti-6.5AI-5Zr-IV tion of the band, and the high YS values in theTi-6A1-2Sn-IMo-IV lower portion of the band. The individual C,.

Ti-6AI-4Zr-2Mo curves that make up the bands do not undergo

ALPHA AND BETA ALLOYS:

Ti-6AI-4V 70
Ti-8Ai- i Mo- 1V
Ti-6AI-4Sn- 1V 6o

Ti-6AI-2Mo
Ti-7AI-2Mo t4
Ti-7AI-2.5Mo

"Ti-7AI-3.5Mo
Ti-7AI-4Mo
Ti-6AI-6V-2.5Sn

BETA ALLOYS:

Ti- I 3V-I I Cr-3AI 0
The alloys were commercially produced I-in.-thick
plates of approximately 0.15 wt-percent (mini- o 0- o o o o 40

mum) and 0.08 wt-percent oxygen, standard and OF

low interstitial grade respectively, as well as Fig. 6 - Relation of Charpy V-notch energy to temperature
specially produced and processed 0.04 wt-percent for different ranges of yield strength (ksi) in high-strength

oxygen 125-lb laboratory heats. This variation titanium alloy plate material

=:___
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-320OF 2_126 F S
Fig. 7 - Electron microscope f ractographs of a low interstitial Ti.6AI-4V aik)y fracture surface,

showing a dlimpled rupture. Fracture si~rface generated at -320°F and +2127F; 4000X.

Sa sharp transition over a narrow temperature is approximately 30°F. A band is defined by the
Srange. data points; it is noted that above 2500 ft-ib DWTT*

!Fractographic studies of fracture surfaces of a energy, there is a reasonably direct correlation
Snumber of these alloys with an electron nmicro- between the two tests. Below the 2500 ft-lb DW`TT

;scope have shown that over the extremes of energy value, the Cv test shows a decreased sensi-
fracture toughness, temperature, and interstitial tivity to differences in fracture toughness as
levels, the mode of fast fracture is dimpled rup- compared to the DWTT. Unfortunately, this is
ture-a ductile mode of fracture ('2). A typical also the region where most of the high-strength
example of the appearance of the fracture titanium alloys above 110 ks| YtS lie.
surface for these materials is shown in Fig. 7,
the fractograph of a Ti-6AI-4V low interstitial Relation of Laboratory Tesft= wth
alloy. The absence of a change in fast-fracture Ex•o Tear Tedt
m ode m ay explain the lack of an abrupt transition T e sg ii a c f t e D T n r y vl e
intheCcturve astees, uulyseorcnetoa for the titanium alloys has been established by

strutura stels.correlation with the performance in the EFT
prototype element test. The preliminary correla-

Relation of Charpy V-Notch Energy tion of these tests with the YS of the l-in.-thick .
withDropWeigt Ter Eargytitanium alloy plate (Fig. 9) is termed the "fracture •
withDropWeigt Ter Enrgydiagram for titanium." It is noted that a wide

The relation between the C, energy and DWTT range of fracture toughness can be developed by
energy at 307F for a I-in.-thick plate is shown in different alloys of the same strength level. The
Fig. 8. The selection of this particular temperature curve delineated by the maximum levels of
to make this comparison is based on the intended fracture toughness for given yield strengths has
use of this material. The lowest test temperature been designated the "'optimum material trend
that a submerged hull structure could experience line" (OMTL). This limiting curve establishes a .

-t )v
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Fig. 8 -Relationship tween (',harpy V energy anti drop-weight sear energy
for l-in.-thick titanium alloy plate
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Fig. 9 - Relation of drop-weight tear energy and explosion-tear-test performance for l-in.-thick titanium

alloy plate containing 2-in. flaws. The range of Charpy V energy for (-orrmsponding drop-weight tear-energy
values is also indictIed.
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good refetence point for evaluating alloys, for (ariested) fracture. Between these YS limits, lesser
optimizing structural design, and for purchase amounts of plastic strain may be applied with
sp ecifications. Explosion tear tests of a limited resulting restricted fracture. The range of C,
number of specimens containing 2-in. flaws have energy values is also indicated for the corre-
tentatively established the plastic strain limits sponding DW17 values.
illustrated by the hatched' lines. These limits
indicate that tmaterials having DWI7 energy DISCUSSION
values below 1500 ft-lb will fracture under
elastic loading cohditions in the presence of the Based upon these studies, an Interim Guide
2-in. flaw. Above 2500 ft-lb a high level of plastic issued by the U.S. Marine Engineering Laboratory
loading (5 to 7 percent plastic strain) can be at- (3) has modified the previous 120 ksi YS, 21 ft-lb
taiitcd in the prescnce ofth" th- 2-;• fhn with limited C, at -80°F minimum specification requirements
propagation of the fracture. Between these ex- for titanium intended for submarine hull con-
tremes, intermediate levels of plastic loading struction to a 105 ksi YS and 2000 ft-lb DW1T
can be attained in the presence of the subject energy. This specification corresponds to an ex-
flaw. The relationship also suggests that no pected development of 3 to 5 percent plastic
materials over about 140 ksi YS are capable of strain prior to fracture propagation in the E1T
withstanding plastic loading in the ETT in the in the presence of a 2-in. cracklike flaw and a
presence of' the 2-in. flaw without catastrophic guaranteed I to 2 percent plastic strain.
failure. Titanium alloys up to about 125 ksi YS The l-in.-thick plate alloys that have been in-
should be capablc of withstanding a plastic strain vestigated which fall within these revised specifi-
of 5 to 7 percent with the development of a short cations are shown in Fig. 10. The data points

5000

6AI-3V-IMo

4000 N FRACTURE DIRECTION

"" Z RW -0

N WR #

>-"o N

Wn- 301 b•OPTIMUM MATERIALS
( 3000-

GTR LINEl

TREND LINETH{KI

S 6A1-2Mot

0 I'0 o 14

2000

YIELD STRENGTH (KSI)

Fig. 10 - Portion of fracture-taughness diagram for titanium alloys. i-in. plates, 2-in. flaws,
showing variety of alloys that are within desirable limits for hull materials
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were obaled~ -1- the hoAt-r~fe codioIamI IX~ rAL-. C L.4 LtLN %P ME7 N.11M.- .1-I

various heat-treated conditions, depending upon melted ingot were extruded at 1700°F and 1900*F
the alloy, and, as can be seen, a number of alloys into I X 5 in. sheet bars of variable length using a
are represented. The remaining principal deciding 5500-ton press. Diffirent annealing and aging
factor on the usefulness of any of' these alloys in temperattures were used on these materials, and
the region of interest as a hull material is de- DWTI" energy was used to determinie the effeuts of
pendent upon the weldability of tile material. processing variables and heat treatment on the

It is hopeful that the OMTL can be moved to notch-fracture toughness properties. The results
higher levels of strength and fracture tog.ness are shown in Fig. I I.
through introduction of new alloys resulting from One of the processing procedures coupled with
alloy development studies, through heat treat- heat treatment for forged-and-rolled plate has
ment, and through processing. An example of produced material which approaches the esti-
what possibly can be done through alloy develop- mated OMTL for titanium (forging process A).
inent and heat treatment is the Ti-6AI-3V-IMo. The extrusion process D produced material with
"This alloy was made in the vacuum arc skull properties which exceed the OMTL when tested
melting facilities at NRL in fhe form of a 65-lb in the "strong" direction (RI"). However, the
vacuum arc remelt cast into a 4 x 7 x 12 in. copper OMTL represents the "rolled plate" weak-direction
chill mold, following which a one-half section of properties, and on this basis the "weak" direction
the billet was forged and rolled at NRL. The (WR) extrusion properties are considlerably below
oxygen level is approximately 0.04 percent, and tile OMTL (only two specimens were tested in
through heat treatment it has been possible to the WR orientation, and only one fell in the area
develop over 4300 ft-lb DWTT energy at a 109 of interest). Tile materials provided from this
ksi YS level. As seen in Fig. 10, these properties study have shown in general a better combination
exceed the previously established OMTL. Scaling of strength and toughness over that seen in any of
this alloy up to a large commercial heat would the previously produced Ti-7AI-2Cb-lI'a and
probably result in decreasing its toughness Ti-8A1-2Cb-ITa alloys investigated at NRL
capabilities. However, the combination of strength (Fig. 12).
and toughness of this alloy should fall near the A comparison of Cr and DWTT energy values
OMTL. determined at 32°F for the extruded materials is

The value of the DWTT as a labo)ratory fracture given in Fig. 13. Also included are the fracture
toughness test tool is demonstrated by its use in a surfaces generated in the DWTT, showing the
study of processing variables on the mechanical difference in fracture texture related to extruding
properties of a Ti-7AI.-2Cb-ITa alloy being con- above and below the P transus and annealing above
ducted by Reactive Metals Inc. under sponsorship (specimens 3 and 4) and below (specimens I and 2)
of the U.S. Bureau of Ships. NRL is evaluating the 9 transus. The fact that the correspondence
the plate material evolved in this study in the between the C,. and I)WTI" energies is poolr is
DWITI and ETT to provide guideline informa- significant, in that the performance ofthe material
tion on the full plate thickness strength-toughness can be predicted in the ETT from the I)W]r re-
combinations developed in relation to the OMTL stilts. This lack of correspondence between the
for titanium. The average chemical composition two tests is the principal reason that little success
as determined by the producer of the alloy has been obtained with the Cr test in making the
is: same ETI" performance predictions.

Element Al Cb Ta Fe C N2  O2
Weight- 6.9 2.5 1.1 0.13 0.01 0.006 0.063 SUMMARY

Percent The fracture-toughness characteristics of a
spectrum of titanium alloys have been determined

Plates nominally. I in. thick were made by using small laboratory tests-the C,. test and tile
breaking the ingot down to slabs using three DWTT-the latter being a test which measures
different forging techniques and then hot- the full-thickness fracture-toughness properties.

I
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FRACTLXZ FO~qGiI,,G EA uS0
DIRECTION PROCESS PROCESS
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Fig. I! - Results obtained with specially processed Ti-7A1-2Cb-lTa alloy; optimum materials trend
line established for forged-and-rolled plate material in earlier studies. The Navy zone of interest

is dehined by miloinunl-p)roperty lines at 105 ksi YS and 2000 ft-lb DWTIT energy. Forging Process

A: Forged on side; B: Upset forged; and C: Combination of A and B. Extrusion Process D: Extruded
at 1700*F; aid E: Extruded at 1900TF.

50oQr

S4000 FRACTURE DIRECTION
.Jj. RW -A.- -- -0-
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"II- -. 4> ,,,WR
0 3000
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Fig. 12 - Fracture toughness properties of Ti-7Al-2Cb-lTa and Ti-8AI-2Cb-ITa alioys,
I-in. plate, investigated prior to special processing program: shows fracture-toughness
properties relative to all other alloys investigated.
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I 2 3 4
EX)TRU51ON

TEMPERATURE
''4

17OO6F

ENERGY FTLB)
DWTT 3282 4350 3023 3093 RW FPACIURE

C,, (32*F) 24 39 46 DIRECTION

C, (32*F) 49 57 43 34

DWTT 2245 3574 1935 2324

Fig. 13 - Emisidetd I ,.7A1.2'jh-Ia ipughiviw

The signiflcan( e of, tile \~ahes obtainedl %ith the that exceedI thle minimnum specified e(1 ttiretments
labtl)O tot- tests has beeni cetelt lilCned bh, (ot-lla- fo0r a I itanliwn hutll material; obtaining satisfactor%

tion with thle EIT, a full-thickness structural wekiments withI some of' these alloys will be a
pt-otot~p peclement test. that incorporates a flaw prob~lem. The usefulness Af the I)W'I ill pro-
of the a nit'. that would dc~ elop in fab: u ,uion si1ditig a leliable mleanm of e'.aluafing thle results
.ttl(1IO! se!m (c antd plastiE oel loads that mnav be obtained in allo) development, hecat treatment,
exIX (ed Int ser'.1 e. The results of these stusdies and processing studies has been decmionstrated
shOm% that it is possible to p: edict the expected andt therefore (a~n he usedl as a fra ture-toughness
si rmf ural pet hormarh e of* thec litat'ium plate mecasuremecnt tool for guiding investigators in

:1n1d forginig, fioni thle 1)WI ener~gy v.ailies these ;ireas.
hlrough1 correlafi'm %k ith the( EYE. The relation-

ships of' thle c, test and thle I)WIT have also bceet
esi.talished toi tht-se matieriah, and they. show that REFERENCES
lthe senlsiti'. it v of ~the C, test ]itt measuring firacture-
(;touhescift.3e is signlifk(.atntl less thanl 1. AS I'M NIaiu rial and Reweat di Siandard% 1(5),389-.393 (1961)

bhat of Ille i)W'lT Imr tile Strength leveis tf' 2 Be henn. C.D.. "An Etem ios Fi .logiakjdiic Situdl of the
interest. I~amss it' Ortiutile Rupttice iii MetalIs.- NRL Repijtt

"'flltk mludv l'.bt show'.n that a number of titatlittlt 3."Interim (uiticic o t li..miiiiim lo tlaitl.I Ntcgtt'." USN\IFI.

alloys (ilt des elop 1levels of strenthgband toughnless It r of Aug. 24, 1964t


